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Converged operators have historically managed to build a large fixed–mobile convergence (FMC) customer 

base by promoting FMC plans with significant discounts. However, this strategy has disadvantages for 

operators; it reduces margins and revenue potential. 

Operators could benefit from increasing the proportion of FMC accounts among their customer base: these are 

high-spending customers and churn less than customers who buy fixed and mobile services separately.1 

However, most operators that are pursuing (or want to pursue) an FMC strategy face a common challenge: how 

can they gain (or retain) FMC customers without offering large monetary discounts? 

Operators like Virgin Media O2 (VMO2) in the UK, Telenet in Belgium and Telefónica in Spain have 

developed a value-oriented FMC proposition to encourage customers to buy FMC plans: to keep monetary 

discounts at a minimum, they are offering exclusive features and services only to FMC customers.  

Operators that promote FMC bundles with discounts have gained 

customers, but the strategy has disadvantages 

Large monetary discounts have driven the adoption of FMC bundles. Operators in the Netherlands, Portugal and 

Spain built large bases of FMC customers quickly by upselling mobile tariffs with big discounts (of up to 50%) 

to fixed customers.  

However, this strategy is ‘value-destructive’ in the following ways. 

• It ignites prices wars among operators; as in the ‘prisoner’s dilemma’ situation, if one operator introduces 

large discounts, all competitors will follow. 

• It reduces the benefits of offering FMC bundles. FMC is an optimal strategy to retain customers. However, 

if an operator pushes FMC bundles with discounts that are too large, it will not maximise revenue. 

• It does not allow operators to differentiate their retail proposition: operators can easily replicate the 

discounts applied by competitors. 

• It does not allow operators to pursue a price discrimination strategy. Operators might be offering services 

with big discounts to customers who would buy the same services at a full price. 

Some operators in mature FMC markets are experiencing a decline or a significant slowdown in the fixed 

broadband penetration of FMC accounts, after having reduced the monetary benefits included in FMC bundles 

(Figure 1). Other operators that own fixed and mobile networks are delaying the launch of FMC bundles 

because they are wary of revenue cannibalisation (for example, operators in Norway). 

 
1  For more information, see Analysys Mason’s Fixed–mobile convergence: consumer survey. 

https://www.analysysmason.com/research/content/reports/fmc-consumer-survey-rdcs0/
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Figure 1: Percentage of fixed broadband connections that are part of an FMC package, selected European countries, 

2016–2022 

 

Some operators are offering unique and exclusive benefits to FMC 

customers to move on from the traditional discounting approach 

Several operators are trying to move away from the traditional discounting approach for offering FMC services. 

They have started to develop value-based FMC propositions, using benefits that are not explicitly financial.  

We have developed a non-comprehensive list of examples of these benefits and have placed them in one of three 

broad categories (Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Examples of non-monetary benefits that some operators grant to customers who buy mobile and fixed 

services in a bundle 

Additional services at no extra cost Exclusive services and features 

reserved to FMC customers 

Flexible and customisable bundles 

• Additional SIMs for free (data-

only or SIMs with minutes and 

data) 

• Additional TV content 

• Antivirus packages 

• Double mobile data allowance 

• Download speed boost 

• Download speed guarantee 

• Best fixed download speed 

• Dedicated loyalty programmes 

(which includes free or 

discounted products and non-

telecoms services) 

• Special rates to buy equipment 

(such as smartphones and TVs) 

• Unlimited data mobile plans 

 

• Freedom to add (or 

change) the services 

included in the bundle 

during the duration of the 

contract 

• Option to select the FMC 

benefit from a list of 

benefits 

• Plans with no minimum 

commitment period 

(sometimes this option is 

available only for an extra 

fee per month) 

Source: Analysys Mason 
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• Additional services at no extra cost. In the UK, VMO2 launched Volt, a premium FMC proposition in 

October 2021, 5 months after the Virgin Media–O2 merger. VMO2’s FMC customers are offered the 

following benefits: a broadband speed boost (up to 1Gbit/s), double mobile data, Wi-Fi guarantee at no 

extra cost (with up to three Wi-Fi pods). Over 1.5 million of VMO2’s customers had bought one of the Volt 

bundles as of 2Q 2023. 

• Exclusive services and features reserved for FMC customers. Telenet (Belgium) restricts the range of 

standalone services to encourage the take-up of FMC plans. Unlimited mobile data plans are available only 

as part of an FMC bundle (the maximum monthly data allowance included in standalone tariffs is 5GB). 

Until early 2023, only FMC customers could buy fixed plans with a download speed of up to 1Gbit/s. 

Telenet’s FMC customer base increased by over 20% from 2Q 2021 to 2Q 2023, despite only offering a 

limited discount (below 5%). 

• Flexible and customisable bundles. Telefónica (Spain) revamped its FMC proposition in May 2022 and 

replaced Fusión, its historical FMC bundles, with miMovistar, a more flexible proposition. FMC customers 

can personalise their bundle and adapt it to their needs. They initially choose a basic package with mobile 

and fibre services and can add TV content and a wide range of value-added services (such as finance, 

energy, gaming, health and home security services) at any time during the contract. Existing Fusión 

customers can switch to miMovistar at no extra cost. At the end of 1Q 2023, 30% of Telefónica’s FMC 

customers in Spain had selected one of the new miMovistar bundles. 

To limit discounts, operators must provide FMC customers with 

clear benefits compared to standalone tariffs  

Operators’ FMC bundles must include some benefits to encourage customers to buy mobile and fixed services 

in a bundle. The price discount that is granted to FMC customers will probably continue to be a key incentive 

for customers (and in some situations operators do not have other options – for example, in markets with 

challenger operators).  

However, the price discount can become less relevant, if operators develop FMC propositions that offer clear 

benefits compared to standalone tariffs.  

https://www.libertyglobal.com/virginmedia-o2-launch-its-first-joint-product-volt/
https://www.libertyglobal.com/virginmedia-o2-launch-its-first-joint-product-volt/
https://www.telefonica.es/es/wp-content/uploads/sites/10/2022/05/pr-nuevaoferta-mimovistar.pdf

